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Abstract: One hindered fifty swabs and whole blood were collected from mild, moderate and sever 

Covid-19 patients (as well as apparently Healthy control) who admitted to Anbar Hospital and Anbar 

Health department from the period of August, 2020 to March, 2021 to identify the strain of viruses using 

two regions from N and M genes and the role of ACE-2 SNP rs 228666 and gene expression of ACE-1 

and ACE-2 genes in disease severity. The locations of the coronavirus M and N genes were screened by 

direct sequencing from 15 patients with mild Covid-19 disease and 15 patients with severed Covid-19 

disease for each gene. The sequences of that detected in patients were directly compared with virus 

reference sequences (http:NCBI Reference Sequences: (MZ397170.1 , ON406016.1 and OV237507.1). 

The comparison between subjects, reference sequence and Sequence analysis of the M and N gene 

locations were summarized in table (2). It was concluded that there were five novel deletions of the gene 

N in two severed Covid-19 patients and two deletions of the M gene in one severed Covid-19 patient.  
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Introduction 

Corona Virus Disease 2019 

(COVID-19) is an infectious disease 

caused by SARS-CoV-2, an RNA virus 

with a crown-like appearance, and 

spreads rapidly all over the world. It 

transmits from human-to-human 

mainly via respiratory system (1). 

COVID-19 appears as asymptomatic 

disease or shows mild symptoms in the 

majority of patients (about 80%) (2,3). 

In clinical evaluation, fever, cough, 

dyspnea, myalgia, and fatigue are the 

most common symptoms among mildly 

symptomatic patients. Moreover, 

uncommon symptoms, including 

headache, sputum production, 

hemoptysis, and diarrhea, have been 

reported in SARS-CoV-2 infection 

(4,5). However, the remained 

proportion of the patients experience 

severe complications within a short time 

after infection, such as acute respiratory 

distress syndrome (ARDS), 

Disseminated Intravascular Coagulation 

(DIC), sepsis followed by organ failure, 

and death (6,7). Complete genome 

sequencing of viruses is an essential 

tool for the development of diagnostics 

and vaccines, studying virus 

http://www.ncbi.nih.gov/nuccora/MZ397170.1
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fimmu.2021.778913/full#B1
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pathogenicity and virulence, tracking 

evolutionary paths and studying the 

genetic association between viruses and 

their hosts (8). The rapid spread of 

SARS-CoV-2 across countries calls to 

questions on whether its evolution is 

mutation driven. It is reported that 

genomes with new variations are 

emerging as the virus moves across 

diverse environmental conditions (9). 

Variations at the nucleotide level which 

is proposed to be one of the most 

significant measures of viral 

evolvement, also contributes to the 

adaptation of the virus in every 

condition it finds itself thus creating a 

balance between its genetic information 

and genome variability (10,11). 

Materials and methods 

Nasal swabs were taken from 

COVID-19 patients from the Central 

Health Laboratory of the Anbar Health 

Department, and the samples were 

divided into three groups (mild 

infection, moderate infection, and 

severe infection). After confirmation of 

infection with Covid-19, these swabs 

containing VTM were taken.   

 

Total RNA extraction 

Principle Nucleic acid extraction kit 

magnetic beads (full automated system). 

 

Kit of cDNA synthesis (AE311-02)  
 

Table (1): Thermal cycler steps of conditions cDNA Reverse Transcription. 

Condition Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step4 

Temperature 25 ºC 42°C 85 ºC 4 ºC 

Time 10 min 30 min 5 min ------ 

 

Covid-19 gene primers 

All primers were supplied by 

Bioner company as a lyophilized 

product of different picomols 

concentrations and resuspension using 

deionized water to reach a final 

concentration for 10 picomols / μl of 

suspension, each starter solution is 

individually attended at a concentration 

of 10 Picomol, taking 10 Picomol of the 

storage solution for each initiator and a 

guest to 90 picomol of ionized distilled 

water, then thoroughly mixed and stored 

in the refrigerator until use. The 

solutions of trunk primers were kept at a 

temperature of 20°C. Mixing and 

homogenizing the storage solution was 

taken into account after being removed 

from the ice before use table (2). 

 

Table (2): Primer sequences of M and N genes. 

Primer Primer sequence (5-3) 
Product length  

(bp=base pairs) 
Reference 

M Gene 

 

F    TGTAGGCTTGATGTGGCTCA 
346 This study 

R    GCCAATCCTGTAGCGACTGT 

N Gene 

 

F   TGAAAGATCTCAGTCCAAGATGG 
362 This study 

R CAAAGCAAGAGCAGCATCAC 
 

There are two PCR tubes for each 

sample, one tube for each gene, (M, N 

genes) . The detection of quantity based 

on fluorescent power of Sybr green. The 

reaction mix was composed of the 

component with their quantity as 

mentioned in Table (3) below. 
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Table (3): Components of quantitative real-time PCR used in M and N genes genes. 

 

PCR tubes were spined to remove 

the bubbles and to collect the liquid (1 

minute at 2000 g), then the program for 

Real-Time PCR was set up with 

indicated thermocycling protocol as 

shown in Table (4). 

 
    Table (4): RT-PCR cycling program. 

Loop's steps Temperature ºC Time Number of cycles 

Initial denaturation 95 3min 1 

denaturation 95  20 sec 
40 

annealing extension 55  1min 

Melt Curve 55-95 
 

1 

 

Results and discussion 

All nucleotide sequences of the 

genes M and N of corona virus 2 

(SARS-CoV-2) were downloaded from 

Gene bank http: //www.ncbi.nih.gov 

/nuccora/ MZ397170.1 and 

ON406016.1 and aligned together using 

blast program. The locations of the 

corona virus M and N genes were 

screened by direct sequencing from 15 

patients with mild Covid-19 disease and 

15 patients with severed Covid-19 

disease for each gene. The sequences of 

that detected in patients were directly 

compared with virus reference 

sequences (http: NCBI Reference 

Sequences: (MZ397170.1, ON406016.1 

and OV237507.1). 

     The comparison between subjects, 

reference sequence and Sequence 

analysis of the M and N gene locations 

were summarized in table (4-1). The 

results revealed that there were five 

novel deletions of the gene N in two 

severed Covid-19 patients and two 

deletions of the M gene in one severed 

Covid-19 patient. These results 

suggested that completely different 

translation occurred after these deletions 

(Table 5) and (Figure 1) which leading 

to change the amino acids sequencing 

which could be the severity of the 

disease due to them. Our results agreed 

with those of (12), who identified a high 

rate of mutations and the formation of 

new malevolent forms of the virus, 

which impacts the severity of the virus 

in the severity of infection. While other 

discovered a link between mutations 

and mortality, the effects of this 

mutation must be addressed in terms of 

virulence, pharmacological treatments, 

and how to combat these changes that 

occur in this virus (13, 14).  

     Our findings are also consistent with 

what that obtained by (15, 16) who 

discovered a rapid alterations and 

frequent mutations at the protein gene 

level in the N and M genes and their 

function in amplifying and spreading 

infection. Cumulative viral genetic 

alterations on the N and S genes had a 

substantial impact on the severity of 

infection in a study conducted in the 

Component Volume per 20μl Reaction 

qPCR Master Mix, (SYBR) 10 μl 

Forward Primer 1 μl 

Reverse Primer 1 μl 

cDNA Template 5 μl 

Nuclease-Free Water to 20 μl 

http://www.ncbi.nih.gov/nuccora/MZ397170.1
http://www.ncbi.nih.gov/nuccora/MZ397170.1
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United States of America (17). R203K 

and G204R mutations in the N gene and 

M (C26750T) or ORF1b (M1499I or 

G17964T) mutations in the M gene are 

indicative of flexibility and the potential 

to improve the rate of transmission 

rather than altering virulence (18). 

While (19) discovered three alterations 

in the novel strain of N (K417 N, E484 

K and N501Y) in South Africa, which 

led to 56000 thousand deaths as a result 

of the severity of the infection that 

resulted from this triple mutation in the 

virus. 

     The levels of mutation frequency at 

the N and M protein levels were 

detected by (20) by resulted in an 

increase in the virus's efficiency. A 

major mutation in deletions in strains 

harboring S:69-70 and S:144 of B.1.1.7 

(501Y.V1), resulting in the mutation's 

rapid dissemination (21). Mutations of 

N E484K and E484K have also been 

shown to induce a considerable spread 

of infection to the virus (22). The 

increase in mutations also makes 

treating the virus and using vaccines 

that target this virus challenging, and 

these mutations are one of the most 

significant barriers to developing 

antiviral medications and vaccines (23). 

In terms of influencing the 

secondary structure of amino acids by 

exchanging valine for alanine and 

proline in terms of mutation and leucine 

replacement, resulting in a loss of 

protein structural integrity (24, 25). 

Amino acids are also vital in the 

regulation and stability of enzymes. As 

a result, changes in amino acids can 

cause a change in the virus's functions 

in terms of severity or a loss of 

virulence characteristics. A single 

amino acid mutation in the virus for 

isolates from Vietnam and India, both 

strains showed two mutations to reduce 

protein stability (26). Also, (27) 

discovered significant alterations in 

amino acid residues by removing the 

amino acid identified in the Arizona 

mutation. The mutation rate is important 

in the formation of a new variation. 

 
Table (5): Deletions detected in M and N genes of corona virus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) in severed Covid-

19 patients. 

Gene 
No. of 

patient 
Symptoms 

Wild type 

code and 

amino acid 

Deleted 

base 
Site 

Type of 

mutation 

Gene Bank 

No. 

N 

1 Severed 

CTT --TT c.28609 del C 
Deletion- 

Frame shift 

MZ397170.

1 
GGT 

--GT 

 
c.28618 del G 

Deletion- 

Frame shift 

AGC 
AG-- 

 
c.28851 del C 

Deletion- 

Frame shift 

1 Severed 

AGT A--T c.28770 del G 
Deletion- 

Frame shift ON526062.

1 
GCT --CT c.28845 del G 

Deletion- 

Frame shift 

M 1 Severed 

CTA 
C--A 

 
c.26898del T 

Deletion- 

Frame shift MZ397170.

1 
TAC 

T--C 

 
c.27093 del A 

Deletion- 

Frame shift 
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Table (6): The effect of mutations on M and N genes of corona virus 2 (SARS-CoV-2). 

Gene 
Wild type code and 

amino acid 

Deleted 

base 

New code and 

amino acid 
Site GenBank No. 

N 

CTT   L leucine --TT TTC UUC phe c.28609 del C 

MZ397170.1 GGT G Glycine --GT GTG GUG val c.28618 del G 

AGC S serine AG-- AGA  Arg c.28851 del C 

AGT S serine A--T ATT AUU iie c.28770 del G 
ON526062.1 

GCT A alanine --CT CTC  CUC leu c.28845 del G 

M 
CTA L lucine C--A CAG  Leu c.26898 del T 

MZ397170.1 
TAC Y tyrosin T-C TCC  UCC ser c.27093 del A 

 

 
Figure (1): Pairwise with dots alignment of reference protein (MZ397170.1) and analyzed sequence 

protein (M) showing point (c.26898 del T, c.27093 del A) of protein variation. 

 

 

 
Figure (2): Pairwise with dots alignment of reference protein (MZ397170.1) and analyzed sequence 

protein (N) showing point (c.28609 del C, c.28609 del C, c.28851 del C) of protein variation. 
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Figure (3): Pairwise with dots alignment of reference protein (ON526062.1) and analyzed sequence 

protein (N) showing point (c.28770 del G, c.28845 del G) of protein variation. 
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